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Time is 
really hard 
for humans



BATTLE OF JUTLAND: JUNE, 1916  

time + space requires real-time calculus!



We are bad at remembering the past



We are bad at remembering the past

acceptance  
of evidence

probabilistic thinking

predictive analytics

time comprehension

consequences

We are terrible at predicting the future



Humans prefer 
stories over evidence















A moment is a 
small, digestible 
package of time 
and memory.



A moment is a 
small, digestible 
package of time 
and memory.

If only they 
would queue up 
in order.



















We, OTOH, are stuck in time.



We, OTOH, are stuck in time.

We can’t grasp the passage of time.



We, OTOH, are stuck in time.

We can’t grasp the passage of time.

So we double-down on moments.



Moments are Prisons



Definitions
get us into

trouble
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Big IA 
vs. 

Little IA



“information architect”  
2004-present 
(trends.google.com)



“interaction designer”  
2004-present 
(trends.google.com)



“product designer”  
2004-present 
(trends.google.com)





Definitions are moment prisons

job title ≠ your value

portfolio ≠ your work

resume ≠ your career

job posting ≠ your need

RFP ≠ your project

degree ≠ your education

methods ≠ your skills

discipline ≠ your approach

tribe ≠ your people



Definitions are moment prisons

job titles tell a story 
1. custodian
2. warehouse worker
3. furniture sales associate
4. librarian
5. information technologist
6. information architect
7. user experience practitioner
8. publisher



Definitions are moment prisons

job titles tell a story



Definitions are moment prisons

job titles tell a story

Definitions are moment prisons

job titles tell a story over time 

so do portfolios, job descriptions, 
RFPs, tribes…





2,000km 
200 years



2019

Conference programs
as defining exercises



2019
2018 2020

2017 2021

Conference programs
as defining exercises



Book publishing
as a defining exercise





Questions



Questions
Can you eliminate definitions?



Questions
Can you eliminate definitions?

Can you try defining instead?



Questions
Can you eliminate definitions?

Can you try defining instead?

Or can you work with definitions 
over time?



Metaphors 
are fire



Here’s a portal…



…here’s
another







The IAI was a professional association



The IAI was a professional association

The IAI is no more





Metaphors are moment prisons



Metaphors are moment prisons



Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal
professional association

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal
professional association
app

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal
professional association
app
dashboard

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal
professional association
app
dashboard
design thinking

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal
professional association
app
dashboard
design thinking
agile

Metaphors are moment prisons



…or, let’s play ban-the-word

portal
professional association
app
dashboard
design thinking
agile
MVP

Metaphors are moment prisons





Questions



Questions
What metaphors can you ban?



Questions
What metaphors can you ban?

Have you revisited your personal 
metaphors lately?





particles or waves



particles or waves



particles or waves

moments and momentum?



¡Gracias!
Obrigado!

Thank you!
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